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Within the confines of its crumbling medieval 
walls, eighteenth-century Barcelona harbored a 
considerable number of confraternities and guilds 
that in turn made the city and its environs a cradle 

for working-class culture and identity. A sign of Barcelona’s metropolitan 
status in Catalonia, migration from smaller towns and villages like Manresa, 
Mataró, Reus, and Terrassa offered able-bodied and eligible men a chance 
to find work as apprentices and journeymen with the aspiration —a 
chimera for many— of one day becoming their own masters and opening 
their own workshops.1 Despite their unofficial participation in the guild 
economy, women were officially barred entry to apprenticeship and 
mastery,2 and men from Catalan-speaking territories outside Barcelona 
constituted the vast majority of workers in the city’s guild workshops 
(Arranz Herrero and Grau Fernández 74).3 It is unsurprising, then, that 

 
1 According to data surveyed by Arranz Herrero and Grau Fernández, between 
1761-1767/1770, 74.7% of apprentices across three guilds —including those of 
bakers (forners), masons (mestres de cases), and carpenters (fusters)— hailed from 
smaller cities in Catalonia (73-74). During the same period, 90.7% of Catalan 
apprentices in these guilds came from areas now represented by the provinces of 
Girona and Barcelona (75). Only 129 out of 272 or 47.4% of bakers’ apprentices 
became oficiales after their requisite period of instruction (77). A sign of their past as 
religious confraternities, guilds only considered Catholic men as eligible apprentices 
and masters. 
 
2 In Barcelona as elsewhere in Europe, “[w]omen could not become masters and 
thus could not have a workshop of their own, hire journeymen, have apprentices, 
or enjoy the privilege of producing and selling manufactures. As women they could 
not be masters; as non-masters they were formally restricted in their labor 
activities” (Vicente, “Images” 128).   
 
3 In this respect Barcelona was not unique within eighteenth-century Europe. 
According to S. R. Epstein, “[i]n Vienna in 1742, less than a quarter of more than 
4,000 master artisans had been born in the city. […] In eighteenth-century France, 
fewer than a fifth of the journeymen employed in the building, furnishing, clothing, 
and victualling trades appear to have been born in the towns in which they 
worked” (703n75). 
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labor was imagined by apprentices, journeymen, and masters within the 
guild system —along with those who represented it in Catalan popular 
culture and literature— as a masculine-coded enterprise.4  
 The commercial organization’s structure mapped neatly onto the family 
unit, a context in which the father’s role was that of domestic ruler. Guild 
masters functioned as heads of household and business alike, since both 
entities shared the same physical space. The typical apprentice —even if he 
was not already a master’s son or son-in-law— also stood to benefit from 
his contributions to the paternal household, and in exchange for his work 
he was at least nominally assured access to valuable technical skills, food, 
drink, and lodging (Arranz Herrero and Grau Fernández 77). In many ways, 
the guild system mirrored other hierarchical structures of the Old Regime, 
since masters had a monopoly over the examination and promotion of 
apprentices and, in many cases, over who could or could not sell products 
within the city walls (Cerdà i Mellado 44). Furthermore, because the guilds’ 
governing structure resembled Barcelona’s feudal municipal body or Consell 
de Cent (Council of One Hundred) (Molas Ribalta, “El govern” 116)—an 
autochthonous, Catalan entity that was replaced with the Bourbon-
controlled Ayuntamiento after the War of Spanish Succession— guildsmen 
and their representations were enduring symbols of a patently Catalan 
configuration of working-class masculinity.      

To be sure, women’s work was also central to eighteenth-century 
Barcelona’s industrious economy, and artisanal labor inflected working-class 
patterns of femininity across the Iberian Peninsula. Recent studies by Marta 
Vicente and Rebecca Haidt have shown that women were active in the 
production, distribution, and consumption of goods, even when their work 
was formally censured or prohibited.5 Women even had a significant role to 

 
4 According to Yvonne Fuentes, this link between labor and manhood in Barcelona 
as elsewhere in Spain traces roots to the Middles Ages: “[f]rom the thirteenth 
century Spanish major law code known as Las siete partidas one discovers that the 
term ‘labor’ is applied to what men do while strongly exerting themselves, while 
‘handicrafts’ includes the occupations of men [stationed in houses or sheltered 
places]” (“Urban and Labor Identities” 212). 
 
5 Women’s work was vital to Spain’s burgeoning fashion industry. For example, 
Barcelona sisters Francisca and Isabel Abril were famous for their painted silks, 
which they continued to make and sell in spite of repeat fines issued by the Trade 
Council (Junta de Comerç) that had denied them an official license (Vicente, Clothing 
53-54). According to Haidt, “[i]n Madrid as in other eighteenth-century European 
cities, underground urban women’s clothing work could flourish because the 
cheaper labor of women could be contracted ‘without challenging the guild 
framework’ directly” (Women 110). For Haidt, the many sainetes and tonadillas 
depicting seamstresses represent the “countless women” who had to work to eat 
and support their families in eighteenth-century Madrid (110).  
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play within the androcentric confraternities and guilds; given the domestic 
labor expected of mothers and daughters within the patriarchal family unit, 
the reality could hardly be otherwise. Additionally, “masters depended on 
women who usually performed unskilled and semi-skilled tasks, such as the 
preparation of raw materials, the polishing of finished products, the carding, 
combing, and washing of wool, and the retail sale of some finished 
products” (Vicente, “Images” 128). 

However, guild records and other popular cultural evidence offer 
convincing testimony of the many ways artisanry and manual labor were 
categorized as a man’s affair,6 a fact which should be taken into account if 
one is to more fully visualize eighteenth-century patterns of masculinity 
beyond those associated with elites and workers who lived, labored, and 
spent their leisure time in Madrid. By turning our attention to the non-
Castilian cultural production of Spain’s geographic peripheries, however, we 
discover a wealth of evidence with the potential to enrich our 
understanding of the full range of eighteenth-century social types within the 
Hispanic Enlightenment. The absence of a fully established literary canon 
written in Catalan during this period notwithstanding (Arranz Herrero 8),7 

 
6 Vicente points out that “[g]uilds only gave formal recognition to women’s work 
through their relation to a master. According to the guilds’ ordinances, women’s 
work was intrinsically different from men’s work. […] The ideal of women’s work 
was […] customarily described in terms of duty, instead of privilege” (“Images” 
129).  
 
7 Due to the majority of Catalonia’s support of the Hapsburg dynasty during the 
War of Spanish Succession (1701-1714), the triumphant Bourbons stripped the 
former’s territories of their medieval privileges, a maneuver that would see Castilian 
supplant Catalan as the lingua franca of high-ranking administrative offices and 
cultural posts. The University of Barcelona was replaced by the loyalist, pro-
Bourbon university in Cervera, Castilian was adopted in government and municipal 
posts following the Decreto de Nueva Planta in 1716, and the teaching of Catalan was 
banned from schools, albeit much later, in 1768 (Terry 53). Literary historians have 
traditionally insisted upon the notion that literature written in Catalan entered a 
phase of decline echoed in the dismal category they bestow upon it: la Decadència. 
“[H]owever much one may want to qualify the term,” writes Arthur Terry, “one 
can hardly reject it altogether” (53). This atavistic narrative’s origins trace back to 
the nineteenth-century rebirth of Catalan literature or Renaixença, which resurrected 
the medieval Floral Games (Jocs florals) in an effort to restore national prestige to 
cultural production—especially poetry—written in Catalan. The value of the 
contributions of representative authors like Jacint Verdaguer was buoyed by the 
idea that literary production in Catalan had all but disappeared between the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. While this narrative is true in part—the 
official repression of Catalan in high cultural spheres made it difficult or impossible 
for Catalan literature to flourish during this time—it belies the wealth of popular 
literature like cordel sheets and theatrical works, all of which continued to thrive in 
spite of official sanctions. Indeed, the nineteenth-century Renaixença perhaps would 
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popular cultural artifacts like decorative ceramic tiles (rajoles d’arts i oficis) and 
cordel sheets (plecs solts) like the Col·loqui de quatre aprenents: un teixidor, un 
forner, un sastre y un sabater (ca. 1760), help to visualize and poeticize, 
respectively, masculine-coded ecosystems of industriousness. Indeed, men’s 
apprenticeship and work formed the “piedra angular” of the guild system’s 
edifice during the Enlightenment (Moreno 64), thus making their 
representations in the decorative arts and literature a fertile discursive 
terrain for surveying eighteenth-century patterns of working-class 
masculinity or what one scholar has called “common folks’ virility” (Farge 
165). Rajoles and cordel literature were themselves made by craftsmen who 
figured, through painted ceramic and ephemeral leaflets, respectively, 
several ideas and ideals related to patriarchal society’s expectations of 
working-class men during the Old Regime. 

With an eye to this special issue’s focus on peripheral identities, then, 
this article seeks to contextualize and analyze visual and poetic 
representations of eighteenth-century Catalan guildsmen while, in the 
process, crafting additional categories of masculinity and manhood that 
“embody Enlightenment” (Haidt) in Spain. While the rajoles d’arts i oficis 
depict quaint images of industrious men and women alike, the vast majority 
that have been left to posterity take part in the jocular idealization of men at 
work. In the Col·loqui de quatre aprenents: un teixidor, un forner, un sastre y un 
sabater, a cordel sheet whose earliest editions date to 1760 and 1774, the 
popular cultural text also gives visibility to masculine, working-class identity 
through the picturesque characters of four apprentices learning to become 
masters of their trades. Inhabiting its own periphery within the broader field 
of cultural studies and literary scholarship, popular literature like blindman’s 
ballads and other chapbooks and leaflets, as Madeline Sutherland-Meier 
notes, “was the literary culture of most Spaniards” (Mass Culture xx). Its 
prevalence in the street cries and “literature on a string” of Enlightenment-
era city centers notwithstanding, popular literature written in Catalan has 
been relegated to the periphery of the archive, even as it has much to tell us 
about the gendered images made by and for working-class people.8  

It is perhaps for and not despite its ephemeral, peripheral, and 
precarious character that the Col·loqui (viewed through the lens of multiple, 
competing masculinities and alongside the rajoles) provides a generative 
point of departure from which to analyze the construction and 
constructedness of a nascent working-class masculinity in eighteenth-

 
not have developed as it did without the efforts of “a whole series of minor writers 
and scholars” during the eighteenth century (Terry 59).  
 
8 I use archive here in the Derridean sense, according to which the archive itself 
constitutes “a text that shapes our perception of the past” (Vicente, “Queering” 
45).  
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century Catalonia. As we will see, representations of this “popular virility” 
cohered around the masculine figuration of patriarchal authority, technical 
expertise and its transmission between masters, apprentices, and 
journeymen, homosocial bonding through cooperation and competition, 
and camaraderie inspired by a shared sense of precarity and potential for 
upward mobility. To be sure, the highest levels of power during the Old 
Regime have inspired a number of interventions into the construction of 
masculinity during the Enlightenment. However, too little has been said 
about the patriarchal qualities of working-class masculinity during the same 
period. Whereas the fragmentary and ephemeral character of the evidence 
analyzed here (along with the Col·loqui’s pre-standardized Catalan) is 
mirrored in the “underdog” quality of apprentices or “would-be masters,” 
eighteenth-century guildsmen also stood to benefit much from privileges 
and structures that favored the patriarchal family and excluded or 
subordinated women. In other words, working-class men were both 
repressed by the patriarchy and benefitted from it. This essay, then, focuses 
on the heretofore unexplored ways representations of heterogeneous 
cohorts of urban laborers embody competing or multiple models of 
eighteenth-century masculinity in order to shed light on the working-class, 
Catalan men who were also responsible for crafting and engendering 
Enlightenment in Spain.         

Even though a discreet gender binary would not fully crystallize in 
hygienic, legal, and medical discourses until the nineteenth century in Spain, 
it was during the eighteenth century when anatomical and behavioral 
differences between men and women were reified in a “two-sex model,” as 
Thomas Laqueur has convincingly argued (20). However, male Spaniards 
were not only defined in contrast to their female counterparts, and 
manliness was also heavily influenced by ideas about social status, ethnicity, 
and race. Reflecting the co-existence of “multiple masculinities,” to use a 
term popularized by R. W. Connell, cultural production of the Hispanic 
Enlightenment gives visibility to a number of male social types whose 
representation in portraiture and ephemera, comedies, theatrical skits (e.g., 
sainetes, tonadillas), and sociopolitical reforms envision masculinity both in 
relation to femininity, and also vis-à-vis competing models of manhood writ 
large.  

Since the study of manliness or virility in any historical period requires 
scholars to “recognize the relations between the different kinds [of 
masculinity]: relations of alliance, dominance and subordination” (Connell 
37), it is useful to survey well-established patterns of eighteenth-century 
masculinity that other critics have identified before turning our attention to 
its representation in Catalan popular cultural artefacts. Reflecting the notion 
of masculinity as a relational construction within culture, Hispanists 
focusing on the eighteenth century have demonstrated how artists and 
writers transformed male bodies into legible surfaces upon which they 
figured anxieties, fantasies, and values about manhood, modernity, national 
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character, and sexuality. In her fundamental book on gentlemen’s 
embodiment of Enlightenment ideals, Haidt argues that abstract notions 
such as reason and restraint were incorporated into men’s behavioral 
regimes, thus resulting in an ideal that was impossible or undesirable for 
certain men —like the fop or the majo— to maintain. For Haidt, the 
embodiment of Enlightenment in Spain was manifest in the work of writers 
like Benito Jerónimo Feijoo and José Cadalso, who “subscribed to the 
possibility of improving the nation through one’s cultivation of the capacity 
to read, acquire knowledge and employ that knowledge rationally toward 
practical, fruitful ends” (Embodying Enlightenment 3). Turning his attention to 
depictions of men’s sexuality, Mehl Penrose contends that figures like the 
petimetre and the sodomite signal abiding and evolving ideas about deviancy 
and queerness, thus reflecting “anxieties revolving around the perceived 
decline of masculinity and the evolving nature of sexuality in Spain” (1). For 
her part, Irene Gómez-Castellano complicates discreet categories of 
manhood by showing how even the enlightened gentleman, often seen as 
motivated by a purely virtuous praxis rooted in reason and sang-froid, also 
created and delighted in Anacreontic poetry celebrating epicurean excess 
and homoeroticism: a contradictory but effective escape valve for men who 
were otherwise expected to “controlar la propia conducta en aras del bien 
social” (234).9 In Framing Majismo, Tara Zanardi draws on pictorial 
representations of majos/majas in order to show how Spaniards redefined 
national character and royal identity. Through the sport of bullfighting, 
Zanardi contends, working-class men also capitalized on the performance 
and display of masculine braggadocio and theatrics to appeal to wealthy 
patrons and to climb the social ladder. Even though the work of these 
scholars touches on masculine identity among the working classes, more 
often than not it focuses on how the gendered identities of peasants or 
workers relate to aristocratic and royal appropriations of their signs and 
symbols, as is apparent in eighteenth-century majismo (Zanardi) or pastoral 
poetry (Penrose).10  

 
9 Gómez Castellano’s thesis also reflects the fact that reason was not the 
eighteenth-century Enlightenment’s only aegis. Arlette Farge reminds readers that 
“[t]his century, said to be philosophical and progressive, also contains in it all the 
charming and scintillating, playful, cruel, and mocking hazards of the libertine 
spirit” (168-69).  
 
10 One important exception worth mentioning here is Haidt’s recent work, in which 
she analyzes popular cultural representations of Madrilenian majos as figures of 
abjection (“Los majos”) and imperial discipline and punishment (“Majos in 
Madrid”). According to Haidt, when one peels away the layers of idealization and 
stereotype Madrilenian majos and majas have accumulated over time, those 
representing working-class struggles reveal a core of precarity tied to 
Enlightenment “values of reform, utility, and aplicación (industriousness)” (“Majos in 
Madrid” 329). 
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If hombres de bien, petimetres, and majos have received much visibility 
within the study of eighteenth-century masculine social types and stock 
figures, particularly in the recent work of Haidt and Zanardi, the opposite is 
true of the gender expression of those men who occupied geographical and 
linguistic peripheries (i.e. those outside of Madrid) during the eighteenth 
century. Barcelona offers a compelling backdrop against which to consider 
the emergence of precarious working-class men since, during the 
Enlightenment, the city, like its many artisans, craftsmen, and guild workers, 
thrived in spite of policing and violence directed from Madrid.11 Indeed, 
during the eighteenth century, Barcelona underwent a “cultural and literal 
siege that included various crackdowns on teaching, business and other 
dealings in Catalan, the banning of cultural production in the vernacular and 
other limitations on Catalan culture in the public sphere” (Davidson 24).  

Given the large number of artisans and other manual laborers in 
Barcelona —nearly 25% of the population in 1717, according to Pedro 
Molas Ribalta (Los gremios 44)— representations of the Catalan capital and 
its industrious inhabitants provide convincing evidence of the emergence of 
alternative masculine identities. The association of this population with 
masculinity and manhood was compounded by socioeconomic realities in 
rural areas that provided the bulk of migrant workers who would fill 
positions in factories and workshops in Barcelona throughout the 
eighteenth century. Because primogeniture practices favored inheritance of 
a farmstead (mas) by the oldest son, for example, “younger sons, the 
fadristerns, […] received a monetary compensation in return for their 
exclusion from the inheritance of the family property, to make their living 
in Barcelona or elsewhere” (Elliot 115). The resulting influx of migrant 
workers into ateliers, factories, and workshops was a sign of the 
masculinization of working-class identities in Barcelona, whose financial 
futures were often conditioned by their ties to the patriarchal family 
(whether their own or that of a benevolent master). 

 
 
11 While this analogy —of precarious or poor men in a besieged city— holds true 
for those who struggled to enter a guild or succeed as a journeyman, it should not 
be overstated, particularly when considering the concomitant rise of an increasingly 
powerful entrepreneurial and merchant class (Elliott 115). Historians have pointed 
out that acceptance of Bourbon economic initiatives even trickled down to artisans 
and shopkeepers, many of whom stood to gain much. According to J. H. Elliott, 
for example, Catalans "profited from intervention by the Bourbon state, in the 
form of protective legislation in 1717 and 1728 that provided the initial opportunity 
for import-substitution, just as they profited from concessions to Catalan 
manufacturers granted by a central government increasingly concerned to promote 
Spain’s economic recovery" (115). 
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As we will see in the rajoles and the Colloqui —cultural products created 
by and for the popular classes— masculine ideals during this time cohered 
around a variety of values and virtues that coincided with the interests of 
Enlightenment authorities like Pedro Rodríguez Campomanes and Antoni 
de Capmany. From the perspective of Enlightenment elites in fear of the 
potential for idle workers to constitute revolutionary threats (especially after 
the popular revolts of 1766 and 1789), the ideal working-class man was an 
obeisant and productive member of society who was responsive to the 
interests of absolutist monarchs and reformers. The incipit of Pedro 
Rodríguez Campomanes’s Discurso sobre el fomento de la industria popular (1774) 
could not be clearer on this point: “Nació el hombre sujeto a la pensión del 
trabajo para adquirir su sustento y evitar los perjudiciales estragos de la 
ociosidad, corruptora de las costumbres y dañosa a la salud del cuerpo” 
(Discurso sobre el fomento). Despite his lengthy critique of the guild system’s 
efficacy, Campomanes envisions technical education and the skilled laborers 
it produces as essential to “[u]na Nación vigilante y despierta, cuyo pueblo 
todo esté ocupado e instruido en las artes de la Guerra y de la paz” (Discurso 
sobre el fomento).12 These ideals included an acknowledgement of patriarchal 
authority possessed by fathers and guild masters and their transmission of 
technical expertise to capable apprentices and journeymen; homosocial 
bonding via collaboration and competition; and a shared sense of 
socioeconomic precarity counterbalanced by the potential for modest social 
advancement in the interest of personal and communal gain. As we will see 
below, all of these ideas and ideals associated with craftsmen (e.g., 
apprentices, journeymen, masters) figure prominently in the rajoles and the 
Col·loqui.   

Even as working-class guildsmen shared a number of aspirations and 
ideals that were not necessarily disconnected from the patriarchal system 
driven by Enlightenment-era elites like Campomanes, they were a group 
whose heterogeneity (and partial invisibility within the archive) makes it 
difficult to summarize their constitutive signs of identity. The son of a 
small-town butcher might never abandon his rural homestead, or he could 
defy his background and become a celebrity bullfighter in the rings of 
Seville and Ronda, as was the case with Joaquín Rodríguez “Costillares.” A 
son might follow in the footsteps of his father, as was the case of the Alañó 

 
12 Campomanes published another treatise in 1775 titled Discurso sobre la educación 
popular de los artesanos y su fomento. Like many other Enlightenment-era texts of this 
kind, the 1775 Discurso was meant to serve as a corrective for what Campomanes 
perceived to be the ills facing eighteenth-century apprenticeship and education 
within the guild system: “El presente trabajo se dirige a manifestar el modo de 
enseñar, perfeccionar, animar, y poner en la estimación que merecen, las artes y 
oficios en el Reino, y a los artesanos que las profesan: desterrando las vulgaridades, 
y los abusos que lo impiden” (Discurso sobre la educación).  
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family of tailors studied by Fuentes (“A Story” 305), or he might enter 
another trade in order to safeguard the family finances against economic 
hardship via diversification (Moreno Claverías 72). As we will see in the 
Col·loqui, young men from smaller towns would migrate to Barcelona in 
search of more stable working conditions, recalling the fact that the 
majority of guildsmen hailed from outside of the Ciutat Comtal’s medieval 
walls.  

Because eighteenth-century laborers could also acquire clothing and 
otherwise prohibitively expensive luxuries from secondhand markets —in 
spite of sumptuary laws that sometimes prohibited such activity— dress 
was not even as clear an indicator of socioeconomic status as it may at first 
seem when comparing the working-class man to his aristocratic 
counterpart. In a tile depicting a hunter or soldier (see Figure. 1), for 
example, a gendered iconographic register clearly helps us to identify the 
figure as an intentional depiction of a man. However, his social class is less 
clear. Tricornered hats and long coats were worn by lower- and upper-class 
men alike, and the reality was that both working-class men and aristocrats 
performed tasks associated with hunters and soldiers. Patriarchal privilege 
extended to men across the estates, as guildsmen also took part in the 
objectification and sometimes violent conquest of women, thus echoing the 
kind of libertinage associated with figures like Meléndez Valdés’s 
Anacreontic “Batilo” (Gómez Castellano) or, as Arlette Farge mentions in 
the context of Parisian glazier Jacques-Louis Ménétra, the Marquis de Sade 
and the corrupt protagonists of Choderlos de Laclos’ Les Liaisons dangereuses 
(173, 184).  

The guilds for which they worked successfully lobbied for privileges 
including exclusive license over the production and sale of certain goods 
(Cerdà i Mellado 41). Since the guild system also perpetuated a patriarchal 
system via regulations about the masculine transmission of intellectual 
capital that excluded women, its agents can be said to buoy patriarchy in 
ways similar to those of enlightened elites (e.g., clergymen, ministers, royals, 
etc.), even if the former were also marginalized or threatened by temporary 
or uncertain working conditions.      
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Figure 1. Eighteenth-century ceramic tile depicting a hunter or a soldier. Different 
arrangements of birds painted in backgrounds, as we see here, signaled the work of 

specific tilemakers (rajolers) or workshops. Image courtesy of the Museu de la 
Garrotxa, Olot, Spain. 

 
By turning our attention to the rajoles and the Col·loqui, the remainder of 

this study will take a preliminary step in visualizing the various ideals 
associated with working-class masculinity (e.g., patriarchal authority and 
masculine transmission of expertise via apprenticeship, homosocial 
collaboration and competition, etc.) in Barcelona and its environs, spaces 
that occupy a dynamic position in Enlightenment-era Spain’s cultural, 
geographic, and linguistic periphery. The rajoles d’arts i oficis offer a 
compelling record of masculinity’s contours in the popular cultural 
imagination since the majority of laborers whose work and leisure they 
represent bear the stamp of a clearly demarcated gender division privileging 
men’s status as protagonists.13 In spite of their signature patina and chipped 
corners, rajoles are like eighteenth-century cartouches that continue to gloss 
a patently Catalan and masculine world of artisanry and craftsmanship. 
Through their figuration of an idealized, preindustrial world of guilds, they 

 
13 Tiles showing men and women in the same field are limited to “parelles galants” 
or gallant pairs. This category constitutes only 0.5% of the total number of tiles 
cataloged by the editors of the monumental collection Les rajoles catalanes d’arts i 
oficis.  
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cement Catalonia’s role as a center for the crafts, commerce, and industry 
during the Enlightenment.  

Whereas tiles displaying people at work represent only a fraction of 
those left to posterity (Cid Priego 15), the vast majority of those that do 
depict laboring figures are devoted to men performing a variety of tasks 
associated with their assigned trade. According to the numbers of tiles 
surveyed by the authors of the monumental catalog Les rajoles catalanes d’arts 
i oficis, of the corpus of rajoles produced between 1630-1850, 12% represent 
men at work, compared to only 2.8% depicting women’s work.14 Tiles, like 
official guild records consulted by the historians whose work I draw on in 
this essay, are a biased form of representation, since they leave little room 
for the many unofficial ways in which women participated in the 
eighteenth-century guild economy; additionally, the prevalence of 
representations of men may just as easily reflect the patriarchal hand of 
collectors and curators over time. To be sure, their use as decorations for 
workspaces like ateliers and kitchens ensured their visual consumption by 
men and women alike. However, as a cultural object, rajoles largely fell under 
the purview of guildsmen, such as those who formed a part of the 
Confraternity of Saint Hippolyte, whose rosters were, like those of other 
incorporated laboring communities in Barcelona, patently androcentric.  

Rajoles figuring men at work do so through a naïve iconographic register 
that owes much to earlier popular cultural media like the auca and the print, 
and emphasize men’s role as the capable protagonists of eighteenth-century 
Catalonia’s industrious economy and laboring communities.15 Using white 
and a base palette of primary colors, each 13.5 cm by 13.5 cm tile depicts a 
masculine figure exercising one of the eighteenth-century guild system’s 
representative trades. One tile from the Museu de la Garrotxa’s collection 
(see fig. 2), for example, shows a candlemaker in profile as he dips 
suspended wicks into a basin or kettle full of tallow or wax. The rajola 
betokens a humble but capable artisanal masculinity that is idealized in its 
simplicity, lacking in the kind of heroic deportment associated with princes 
or even bullfighters, as Zanardi has illustrated (79-80). The masculine 
figure’s reserved if still blissful industriousness is similar to other tiles of 
tradesmen including bakers, cobblers, glassworkers, espadrille-makers, 

 
14 40.2% of one of the most comprehensive catalogs of tiles depict men exclusively: 
working men (12%); hunters and fishermen (3.5%); men playing an instrument 
(5.7%); soldiers (5%); men in various poses (14%). Only 6.6% of the tiles represent 
women exclusively: working women (2.8%); women in various poses (3.8%) (“Les 
rajoles catalanes”).  
 
15 Though dating is difficult, such cartoons were printed and distributed like 
blindman’s ballads and constituted yet another popular cultural medium preserving 
Catalan cultural production during the eighteenth century (“Auca”).  
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potters, and weavers (several of which are depicted in a similarly insouciant 
manner in the Col·loqui). Like rajoles d’oficis dating to the seventeenth century, 
eighteenth-century tiles, cataloged as part of the “fulles” period for the 
frequent presence of leaves framing the central figure (see fig. 1), depict 
men in rustic backgrounds, recalling the fact that the majority of 
Barcelona’s apprentices, journeymen, and masters hailed from rural 
Catalonia.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Eighteenth-century ceramic tile depicting a candlemaker. Image courtesy 
of the Museu de la Garrotxa, Olot, Spain. 

 
The tilemakers’ vested interest in representing and memorializing their 

fellow guildsmen makes the rajoles tangible reminders of an Old Regime 
industrious economy whose agents relied on the masculine transmission of 
technical expertise and homosocial collaboration and competition. For 
example, the guilds of wax and tallow candlemakers (candelers de cera/cerers or 
candelers de seu, respectively), both founded during the Middle Ages, 
depended on cooperation and interaction with adjacent or competing 
guilds: tallow candlemakers had to negotiate with butchers in their 
acquisition of animal fat and wax candlemakers needed to do the same with 
merchants trading in wax. Cooperation was not limited to commerce, 
however, and the guilds also famously cooperated in Barcelona’s resistance 
to Felipe V’s army. As was true of members of a host of other 
confraternities and guilds (e.g., those of cobblers, tailors, and weavers) the 
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candlemakers constituted one of the many waves of battalions that 
defended Barcelona before its forces capitulated to those of Felipe V’s 
Bourbon army in 1714 (Bruguera 537). Representations of guildsmen in 
popular cultural objects like the rajoles and, as we will see below, leaflets like 
the Col·loqui, not only represent a masculine world of commerce and 
industry, but they also index working-class men’s support of Barcelona 
during the paradigm-shifting War of Spanish Succession. Thus, the tiles 
betoken (while offering an important reminder of) the Catalan craftsmen-
cum-soldiers responsible for the stalwart defense of the city during its 
besiegement and subsequent occupation by Bourbon armies.    

Representing similar ideals and values, the Col·loqui de quatre aprenents: un 
teixidor, un forner, un sastre y un sabater is a popular cultural product that mines 
Barcelona’s status as a bastion of confraternities and guilds to celebrate a 
narrative of homosocial collaboration and competition among aspirational 
and socially mobile young men. Against the dynamic backdrop of 
eighteenth-century Barcelona —a city that was, on the one hand, surveilled 
by the watchful eye of Bourbon reformers and, on the other, coming into 
its own as an important commercial and proto-industrial center— 
representations of apprentices emerge as capacious icons of Old Regime 
patterns of working-class masculinity glossing aforementioned ideas like 
patriarchal authority, male homosociality, precarity, and upward mobility.16 
Creating a bridge between the naïve iconographic register of the rajoles, the 
woodcut illustration (slightly altered in subsequent printings of the poem) at 
the header of the 1760 edition displays four apprentices in various poses 
that gesture to their friendly conversation (see fig. 3). Like the figures 
represented on painted tiles, they gesticulate and pose alongside one 
another in non-descript, rural space, despite the fact that rajoles and Col·loqui 
alike depict urban professions, and that both were made and sold in urban 
spaces. 

 
16 The construction of the Ciutadella fortress that destroyed much of Barcelona’s 
preexisting Ribera neighborhood represented the Bourbon monarchy’s harshest 
response to Catalans’ lèse-majesté toward Felipe V during the War of Spanish 
Succession, but it was also part and parcel of a broader, “expanding Bourbon 
program of penality designed to channel workers toward imperial ends of 
construction, fortification, and economic development across imperial territory” 
(Haidt, “Majos in Madrid” 330).  
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Figure 3. First page of the 1760 edition of the Col·loqui. Like other cordel literature 
(Sutherland-Meier, “Toward”), the Col·loqui was reprinted with other Catalan 

chapbooks well into the nineteenth century. Image courtesy of the Biblioteca de 
Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain. 

 
Before turning our attention to the Col·loqui de quatre aprenents, it is 

worth recalling the place of cordel literature within eighteenth-century 
popular culture, particularly because the ephemerality of the genre and its 
peripheral presence in the archive parallels in a metaliterary way the 
precarity and transience of the leaflet’s eponymous apprentices. While it is 
impossible to determine whether or not the Col·loqui was sung and 
subsequently published by the confraternity of blindmen, its categorization 
as cordel literature or “literature on a string” put it in close proximity to the 
popular cultural medium that Sutherland-Meier labels a genre by and for the 
people (Mass Culture xx). Written in an unpolished but still very legible 
vernacular, Catalan cordel literature was often peddled by the members of 
blindmen’s guilds. Thus, they served as a mirror for the laboring poor who 
would have identified closely with the language and regional references that 
thrived in spite of Bourbon prohibitions on the use of Catalan in 
administrative and, therefore, more prestigious cultural spheres. To be sure, 
cordel literature was produced throughout the peninsula in Castilian, 
Portuguese, and Catalan. However, the survival of Catalan texts of this type 
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during this period is noteworthy, particularly when considering the efforts 
on the part of the Bourbon monarchs to decenter the use of Catalan in the 
region. The Nova Planta decrees from the first quarter of the century 
dissolved the autochthonous courts and privileges historically enjoyed by 
Valencia, Aragon, Mallorca, and Catalonia (due to the number of cities that 
supported a Hapsburg in the war of Spanish Succcession), while imposing 
Castilian as the lingua franca, not least of all by way of regulations and 
strategic municipal appointments of Castilians over Catalans. Even with this 
caveat in mind, to borrow J. H. Elliott’s words, “Catalan remained the 
language of daily life for the mass of the population, and […] notarial and 
business documents continued to be drawn up in Catalan well into the 
nineteenth century” (97). The Col·loqui, then, not only reflects the 
perseverance of working-class masculinity in its narrativization of a meeting 
of apprentices, but its own status as a product of the working classes also 
echoes the indefatigability of speakers of the regional language amidst 
official censure and prohibition from Madrid, a reminder of which 
surveilled the city in the form of the imposing Ciutadella fortress until the 
nineteenth century.  

In the Col·loqui’s succinct captatio benevolentiae, the narrator invites his 
“brothers in joy and devotees of good humor” to listen to a new story he 
has to share and, after briefly setting the stage, fuses together man and 
profession through the apprentices’ first and last names.17 During a time of 
“festes” or holiday, the rhapsode happens upon a bench where four 
youthful men described as “canaris novells” (fledgling canaries) are perched. 
True to the avian metaphor, the bachelors sing and carry on joyfully, 
presumably while taking advantage of a sanctioned reprieve from long 
workdays. They eventually start to spin their own stories, producing a mise 
en abyme that sets into relief the orality of the ballad and the sung 
vicissitudes of its picaresque subjects. The title accurately reflects the 
content of the plot: four young apprentices —with the baker and the tailor 
being more characterized by their pride, and the weaver and the cobbler for 
their humility— trade differing points of view about their various 
professional choices before concluding that each in one way or another is 
more or less happy in the life they have been able to lead. In spite of the 
precarity they face as apprentices, their cheery dispositions are bolstered by 
the lighthearted character of the ballad and its optimistic message of 
masculine bootstrapping.   

In order to introduce his picaresque cast, the narrator provides brief 
descriptions for each apprentice, each of whose names cheekily refers in 
one way or another to the youth’s profession, thus making each of the 
figures the virtual embodiment of his trade. Additionally, the emphasis on 

 
17 When reproducing quoted text from the Col·loqui, I maintain the orthography of 
the nineteenth-century edition from which I cite in this essay. 
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the Catalan origins of the men reflects the historical reality of the 
heterogeneous regional make-up of urban laborers in the eighteenth 
century. The surname of Climent Borruga, a weaver’s apprentice and son of 
an arms smith from Ripoll, gestures to the ties, knots, and strings with 
which he works at the loom while also, perhaps, the warts or berrugues that 
may cover his hands. Blay Cendrós is a baker’s apprentice and son of a 
“pobre viuda” from Riudoms (Tarragona). Both of his names evoke images 
associated with breadmaking: blat is Catalan for wheat and “Cendrós” or 
“ashen” evokes the oven’s embers. For his part, Bernat Pastanaga, the tailor 
and son of a farmer or pagés from Puiggròs (Lleida), is associated with the 
brightly hued coats and culottes he is responsible for crafting for noblemen 
and women (pastanaga is the Catalan word for carrot). Celdoni Clicot, the 
cobbler’s apprentice hailing from Vic (Tarragona) but baptized in Torelló 
(Barcelona), comically echoes the onomatopoeia associated with the sound 
clogs make when stepping over cobblestones. Even Blay Cendrós, whose 
mother is named instead of a father, is still tethered to the absent father’s 
patriarchal authority in the epithet “pobre viuda” or poor widow, 
substantiating Vicente’s assertion that, to be respected as a businessperson, 
a woman “havia d’aparèixer davant la […] comunitat com a vídua, mare o 
filla, independentment del seu rol comercial o industrial” (“Comerciar en 
femení” 49).  

None of the apprentices carry on the trades of their fathers, reflecting 
the practice whereby families would encourage the diversification of 
masculine potential or talent as a protection against any number of external 
factors that might negatively affect a given trade (e.g., war, famine, disease, 
market fluctuations, sumptuary laws, etc.). In other words, having fathers, 
sons, or brothers in different trades gave families the possibility to draw on 
various sources of income even in moments of economic shortfall. Each of 
the apprentices in one way or another also alludes to positive treatment by 
benevolent masters and mistresses, who appear to function as surrogate 
father and mother figures, respectively. Bernat Pastanaga, for example, 
compares himself to a son or brother within his surrogate family: The 
mistress admires me so and she treats me with such tenderness, as if I were 
her brother or son. My master is of such good stock that he has never hit 
me over the head (“Tant la mestressa me vol / y ab tal carinyo me tracta, / 
com si germà ó fill li fos. / Lo amo es de tan bona pasta, / que may me ha 
donat un cop”) (Col·loqui). To summarize, each of the young “canaris” is 
attached to both patriarchal bonds and Catalan towns and, therefore, 
reflects Torras Elías’s statement about patriarchal authority as a defining 
characteristic in laboring communities like guilds or confraternities in 
Catalonia: “Los obradores solían encontrarse en la vivienda misma de los 
maestros y el trabajo se mezclaba con una vida doméstica ordenada por 
lazos que ponían todo bajo la autoridad del cabeza de familia: las mujeres, 
los aprendices y los oficiales o mancebos le estaban personalmente 
subordinados” (32). 
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The Col·loqui’s setting in El Born, also referred to as the Ribera during 
the eighteenth century, is significant, given its site as a highly contested 
piece of land after the War of Spanish Succession. Following the war’s 
formal end marked by the Treaty of Utrecht, many of the city’s laboring 
poor were displaced from the Ribera neighborhood in order to construct in 
its place the panoptic Ciutadella prison, whose dual function was to defend 
the city from invaders and to police its residents. Despite its dual function, 
the fact that the cannons installed atop Montjuïc mountain pointed inward 
toward the city and not toward the sea bolsters the Ciutadella’s primary 
function to police and punish Barcelona’s citizens if necessary (Davidson 
24). Even after the various initiatives that carved up the Ribera/Born 
neighborhood, 38% of Barcelona’s population continued to live in the 
neighborhood according to the 1787 census, making it a symbol of popular 
culture within the city (Amelang 121). As James S. Amelang research points 
out, the Born location would have been legible to eighteenth-century 
readers as a neighborhood where working classes and upper-class men and 
women rubbed elbows. The neighborhood was home to “a transient lumpen 
populace” (Amelang 127), as well as to working-class merchants and 
guildsmen to whom the civic elite often leased their larger estates (129-30).  

The baker’s apprentice, Blay Cendrós, provides the first direct 
intervention in the Col·loqui and introduces one of the major motifs 
kneaded into the short poem: namely, the notion of a masculine potential 
for social advancement within the homosocial environment of the guild 
system, within which each apprentice has maneuvered to varying degrees of 
success. Confidently expressing himself to the others about the station of 
his fellow bakers, Cendrós boasts: 

 
We stroll along the remotest of streets transporting our wares of 

cooked pears and quinces: our bachelors usually earn their own money, 
and if particularly talented, traverse the world, sometimes making a man 
of themselves on only one expedition. Finally, for those of our trade, and 
for those able to reach high up the ladder, it’s true that they have plenty of 
occasions to fly freely, and some rise with just one step up to fortune’s 
cart, which dispenses to them thousands of favors that you weavers 
wouldn’t even know how to attain.  

 
(“Nosaltres nos passejam / per los carrers mes remots / traginant 

pots, y venent / peras cuytas y codonys: / los fadrins solen guanyar / 
diners á discreció, / y si tenen esperit / pera córrer per lo mon, / á 
vegadas se fan homes / en una expedició. / Finalment, de nostre ofici / 
los que al tercer escaló / posan lo peu, es cert tenen / abundants ocasions 
/ de volar prosperament, / y alguns sen pujan de un bot / al carro de la 
fortuna, / quels dispensa mil favors, / los que no sabeu lograr / vosaltres 
los teixidors”) (Col·loqui) 
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Here, earnest labor is the coin of the realm for those wishing to make 
men of themselves, and the man who engages in it opens himself up to a 
world of good fortune. 

While the fictional disagreements or dissents represented here have a 
playfully idealized quality to them, they also allegorize actual disputes that 
occurred throughout the eighteenth century, thus reflecting the homosocial 
competition that characterized the androcentric guilds. Documents in the 
archives of the Biblioteca Nacional de España and the Biblioteca de 
Catalunya attest to the large quantity of such debates over issues from 
hours of operation to the cost of raw materials, ultimately in the interest of 
the guilds’ ability to capitalize on the business of eighteenth-century 
shoppers in need of anything from hats, shoes, and coats to grain, jams, and 
bread. The agents of trades that required raw materials for their output were 
the most likely to enter into conflict with adjacent guilds. For example, the 
output of tailors and shoemakers was in part determined by the market 
value of bolts of cloth and leather produced by weavers and tanners, 
respectively. Even workers within the same confraternity would compete 
for hegemony: within the Confraternity of Saint Hippolyte, under whose 
banner labored a diverse group of tradesmen, tilemakers (rajolers) disputed 
frequently with their fellow ceramicists (escudellers) over who could or could 
not make, sell, and identify as producers of rajoles (Cerdà i Mellado 47). As 
Vicente points out, disputes also erupted between male guildsmen and 
women who sometimes ignored municipally regulated sanctions in their 
production of any number of goods, thus reflecting yet again working-class 
patterns of masculinity that relied on patriarchal dominance via the active 
exclusion of women (Clothing 53-54).  

As the historical record indicates, not all apprentices are as successful 
(or lucky) in their endeavors as others, and in the Col·loqui, both the weaver 
and the shoemaker corroborate the narrative that the guilds —even for the 
vast majority of those who would not become journeymen or masters of 
their trade— offered at least temporary protections against hardship and 
precarity, given the material benefits they at least nominally guaranteed. The 
modest weaver, in response to the baker, does not necessarily dissent on the 
subject of the latter’s opportunities for advancement: We may not fly to 
such heights, it is true: but neither do we find ourselves exposed to the 
burning flames of the sun, that might scorch our frail wings, bringing on 
misfortune, as has happened to many in your great station, who now weep 
without consolation. (“No sabrém volar tan alt, / es veritat: mes tampoch / 
non’s trovarém exposats / á que los ardors del sol / nos cremen las débils 
alas, / y n’s precipiten al gorch / de una terrible desditxa, / com ha succehit 
á molts / de vostre gran estament, / que han plorat sense consol”) 
(Col·loqui). The weaver’s avoidance of excessive ambition —or, in other 
words, his acknowledgement of his own limitations— recalls the notion of 
masculinity as self-restraint, a quality energizing more privileged eighteenth-
century ideals of manhood such as the hombre de bien. Afterall, according to 
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Haidt, “[m]asculinity was defined as the control of passions, desires and 
pleasures that played themselves out on a body representing such control” 
(Embodying 117). In a clear allusion to the myth of Icarus, the weaver's 
intervention appears to suggest that not all apprentices desired or even 
valued mastership or the concomitant acquisition of social prestige, the 
"mythical" status of which reflects the reality that only some men became 
(or sought to become) masters of their trade.     

The apprentices’ enthusiasm about their proximity to the upper classes 
provides further evidence of the affinities weaving through working-class 
configurations of masculinity and patriarchy. When later speaking to the 
superiority of his trade, for example, Pastanaga promotes himself by virtue 
of his proximity to men in high places. On the one hand, Pastanaga’s 
narcissism reflects the work of those whose livelihood depended on the 
consumer habits of the upper classes; on the other, it signals the legitimate 
attachments that existed between working-class men and the aristocracy, 
who also relied on tailors and cobblers for the confection of their signs and 
symbols:  

 
We clothe marquises, counts, and barons, generals, princes, popes, 

kings, and emperors. I am well aware that cobblers place shoes onto all 
gentlemen, but on bended knee, who can deny that in that very act they 
intermingle with the feet of all men? We find solace alongside great lords 
and in any shop in any part of the world. The most illustrious women 
trust us so much so as to avoid any objection appearing to us without 
stomacher or bodice. (Col·loqui)  

 
(“Nosaltres vestim marquesos, vestim comptes y barons, / vestim 

generals, prínceps, / papas, reys y emperadors. / No ignoro quels sabaters 
/ calsan á tot gentilhom: / peró ¿qui podrá negarme / que en aqueixa 
funció / posats de genolls per terra / van entre peus de tothom? / 
Nosaltres ab desahogo / al costat de un gran senyor / anirém per las 
botigas / en qualsevol part de mon. / Las senyoras mes illustres fan tal 
estimació / de nosaltres, ques despullan / sens lo reparo menor / á nostra 
vista, quedant sens cotilla ni gipó.”). 

  
When the future tailor does mention his female clients, it is only to 

suggest that even the most illustrious women trust the sartorial craftsman 
enough to expose their bodies to him. In her cogent analysis of Jacques-
Louis Ménétra’s Journal de ma vie —a sort of autobiographical calaix de sastre 
in which an eighteenth-century Parisian glazier comments on subjects 
ranging from his childhood and apprenticeship to his amorous conquests— 
Farge categorizes this kind of intervention as a sign of “commonfolks’ 
virility,” whereby even working-class men bonded over the objectification 
of women. Before first listing his illustrious male clients, Pastanaga then 
undermines the trust placed in him by his female clients by stripping them 
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in front of fellow guildsmen (and, to be sure, in the mind’s eye of the 
reader).  

The self-congratulatory interventions of Blay Cendrós, the baker, and 
Bernat Pastanaga, the tailor, each of whom boasts of his affluence and 
illustrious client base, respectively, are thrown into sharp relief by the more 
humble ambitions of Climent Borruga, the weaver, and Celdoni Clicot, the 
cobbler. The latter two of the four caution against ambition for its own 
sake, since they, too, have in many ways succeeded merely by being able to 
exercise a trade. While, on the one hand, this point of view embodies the 
Catalan notion of “seny” or good sense, it also reflects the virtues of 
measure and reason promoted by Enlightenment-era reformers like Antoni 
de Capmany. In his defense of craftsmen, for example, Capmany identifies 
their shoulders as the bearers of “la agricultura, el comercio, y la industria” 
(2) and, by extension, “la fuerza física de la nación; porque solo él [el 
pueblo] aumenta la masa del dinero por la del trabajo, y la del trabajo por la 
multiplicación de los hombres” (2). While some criticized the guilds for 
their insufficient modes of educating idle young men, Capmany uses them 
as examples of Spain’s ability to compare itself with its European neighbors 
to the north: “Los efectos de los oficios incorporados, y demarcados los 
hemos visto en toda Europa, y hoy los vemos en Londres, París, y 
Barcelona; talleres florecientes de las artes de Inglaterra, Francia, y Espanã” 
(48). Each of the interventions is mobilized by several fantasies threaded 
throughout the poem: the notion that hard work will or can yield fame and 
glory for those who remain steadfast, and, on the other side of the coin, the 
notion that hard work is a noble pursuit in and of itself provided that one 
has benevolent masters, food, and a roof over one’s head. The short text 
ends abruptly with the narrator summarizing that his job is done given that 
each of the men have declared themselves to be content in their choice of 
occupations. The image of the guilds that emerges in the Col·loqui, then, 
hews to Capmany’s positive evaluation and the men, each of whom 
mentions the possibility of eventually finding a spouse, is destined to 
reproduce the patterns of the masters under whom they labor and who 
provide the models to which they each aspire.  

In his edition of Jacques-Louis Ménétra’s autobiographical Journal de ma 
vie, Daniel Roche cites the text as a way to circumvent the unfortunate 
reality that “[d]e surcroît, les pauvres sont muets, leur marginalisation par 
rapport aux circuits établis des cultures officielles leur interdit le plus 
souvent de se faire entendre” (9). While not all working-class men were 
impoverished, Roche’s observation highlights the need to draw on 
alternative source material to recover elements of or truths about the lives 
of artisans and craftsmen. The Col·loqui’s place in the archival periphery 
bespeaks its sizeable representation of Catalan working men who occupied 
their own cultural, linguistic, and socioeconomic periphery during the 
Hispanic Enlightenment. Decorative tiles and leaflets written in a censured 
regional language offer unique windows to the androcentric world of the 
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guilds and, therefore, abiding and emerging patterns of working-class 
masculinity during the Old Regime. Such peripheral identities not only 
provide us with a reminder of the heterogeneity of the working classes 
during the Hispanic Enlightenment, but their figuration through Catalan 
popular culture also sheds light on their links to patriarchy, connecting their 
interests to the elites who attempted to reform the eighteenth-century 
economy via regimes of policing that were not without a host of patriarchal 
privileges. The cosmovision they reflect foregrounds the industriousness of 
guildsmen who not only interacted on commercial grounds, but who also 
had a part to play in defending Barcelona’s medieval walls during the 
fraught War of Spanish Succession, and who continued to produce, 
distribute, and consume Catalan popular culture in spite of the Catalan 
language’s temporary sidelining. Through their naïve or simplistic 
iconographic and linguistic registers and emphasis on working men, the 
rajoles d’arts i oficis and the Col·loqui de quatre aprenents provide evidence for an 
idealized cosmovision of laboring craftsmen who embody ideas and values 
associated with working-class masculinity during the eighteenth century, 
from patriarchal authority and the transmission of technical expertise to 
homosocial bonding via collaboration and competition. Artistic 
representations of men in both the rajoles and the Col·loqui betoken an 
industrious masculinity that would repeat itself a century later in the work 
of Catalan painter Ramon Casas, at the height of Catalonia’s industrial 
revolution and the Renaixença. In his own version of the rajoles (which 
commemorate nineteenth-century technological advances), as well as in his 
bank of charcoal portraits of actors, artists, businessmen, and politicians, 
Casas capitalized on earlier artistic forms to figure a world whose modernity 
was inextricably tied to the industrious men (and women) who had a central 
role to play in its construction.  
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